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Wjjf Israel Celebrates 25 Special Years
‘There have been so many significant occasions over the years of the Federation, and
so it was important for me to try to create the same magic that we saw at every Congress, year after year.
Soke Clark would always have said it was the training that was key to all of these
events. There is something very special when the WJJF-WJJKO family come together, building relationships and experiencing new things in each other’s countries. I
wanted our special Silver anniversary event to live up to this and so we incorporated
3 very important elements:
The training – doing what we all do best on the mats, with international guest instructors from Ireland, Italy, Finland, Hungary, England, & Poland.
The Gala dinner – an opportunity to acknowledge the hard work of all our members and give them a special, memorable time to relax and socialise in the company
of their Federation family.
The experience – a taste of the culture and lifestyle – sharing our country and it’s
beautiful sights.
We hope all of you who were able to make it, enjoyed!’
Kaicho Amir Barnea, WJJF Israel
THE TRAINING
Prior to the 25th Anniversary Seminar and Gala diner 18-22.5.17 WJJF Israel
took their annual top-level gradings for Blackbelt / Dan grade.
The spirit of Soke Robert Clark, our founder, lives on..
26 students and instructors from the WJJF Israel over 2 days of gradings on the
WJJF syllabus with face-to-face combat and high physical fitness.
Below listed the newly awarded Shodan to Yondan and Juniors black belts
members:
Sensei Ofer Avtalion 4th Dan Sensei Alfred Klahr- 3rd Dan
Sensei Oved Levy - 3rd Dan
Sensei Noam Mizrachi - 2nd Dan
Sensei Alon Gonen- 2nd Dan Sensei Maor David- 2nd Dan
Sensei Hadar wayn- 2nd Dan Sensei Hannan Gafni- 2nd Dan
Sensei Gil Neuman- 2nd Dan Sensei Morchovski Nicolay- 2nd Dan
Sensei Roy Dagan- 2nd Dan Roich Zeev- 1st Dan
Avi Meir Reinshtein - 1st Dan Yossi Hernes- 1st Dan
Keren Pinko- 1st Dan
Rachel Eidelman- 1st Dan
Vasily Gershon-1st Dan
Shoham Halevi- 1st Dan

Amit Czitron- 1st Dan
Guy Rosen- 1st Dan
Junior Black belts:Yonatan Feinmesser
Shani Cohen
Omri Hassid
Daniel Shneydor
Izhak Hai Gafni
Orel Gafni
WJJF Israel want to express our respect for all their hard work and congratulations on their fantastic achievement.
WJJF Israel 25th Anniversary International Seminar also combined a demonstration of juniors and senior students demonstrating empty handed ju-jitsu
and self defence techniques incorporating weapons. Everyone worked incredibly
hard putting these together and the audience was suitably impressed. Shihan
Amir Barnea would like to give his personal thanks to all the participants who
took part in building the demonstrations, and at this point also acknowledge
the great team of students/ coaches/ friends who helped with all the practical elements of the event, from setting up mats & the centre, to hospitality, transporting guests etc etc
A fantastic number of 300 juniors and seniors came to participate in the seminar & were not disappointed by the array of new techniques shared with them
by our guest coaches.
Ms Beryl Miao attended the event and made a special presentation at the
course:
“The 25th anniversary of Israel’s warm and very special
relationship with WJJF and particularly with Soke
Robert Clark, has been a very emotional and memorable
occasion. 2011 was Robert Clark’s last trip abroad, and
he knew he would not see the country he admired so much
again.
During the last few months of his life we discussed many
things, about what his wishes were, about the treasured
possessions that were closest to his heart. His Magin David
(Star of David) which he wore every day since we bought
it in Jerusalem in 1977, which never left his side. he wore
day and night for
35 years. So of
course I was honoured and proud
to bring it back to
Israel this year
and in Robert
Clark’s
words
‘Bring it home’ .
Shihan
Amir
Barnea has been
one of Robert
Clark’s most loyal
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and respected students since 1991, and he was honoured to be referred to by Shihan
Barnea as like a second father. Therefore it is a privilege for me to hand over the
Magine Davide to Amir for him to treasure and care for. Shalom.”
This was a very touching moment and a great honour.
The course took place on the Friday to allow more time for relaxation, and
preparation for the Gala dinner. On the Saturday morning all guests were invited to meet on the beach for Krav Maga. Despite a late evening enjoying the fantastic Israeli food and hospitality, there was a great turn out of guests to take part
and the feedback was that this was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
THE GALA DINNER
The Saturday night Gala dinner to celebrate Israel’s Silver anniversary was held
in the Crowne Plaza, a stunning setting overlooking the beautiful beach. Everyone gathered for pre-dinner drinks and canapes, to provide the opportunity to
mingle and get to know one another. Then it was time to be seated, and the
evening began with the speeches and special awards. Shike Bertoletti was unable
to make the event and so sent a message to be read out on the night. Host, Kaicho Amir made a touching speech about the fantastic foundations in place for
all our members to move forward from. Kai cho for Ireland, David Toney made
a presentation to commemorate the special anniversary and Susheyki Stefano
Draghi, Italy also made a speech from the heart congratulating WJJF Israel on
their success. It was obvious to see the three co-chairmen’s passion for Ju-Jitsu
and for carrying on Soke Clark and Shike Bertoletti’s legacy.
Special guest Soke Auvo Niiniketo, assisted by Shihan Kimmo Tenhunnen &
Shihan Risto Vantar spoke about their genuine respect for all that Kaicho Amir
Barnea had achieved, thanking him for his friendship and wishing him well for
the future of WJJF Israel.
Presentations were made to all the international guests and to WJJF Israel members who have shown great loyalty and support over the years. Then it was time
to dine and enjoy the rest of the evening. It was an absolutely fantastic evening,
thoroughly enjoyed by the guests, all of whom participated fully in the dancing
and celebration. Mazel tov
Many said it was one of the best WJJF Conventions/Congresses yet!
THE EXPERIENCE
The following day was an early start for everyone, but on the coach for a couple
of hours allowed those who needed it, a little nap! All arrived – ready for a big
adventure! The guests divided into small groups and donned the obligatory safety goggles! Each were allocated a small jeep and given the safety regulations and
then let loose to drive ‘off road’. Only the short video clips you will see on Facebook will almost do this justice – you have got to try it for yourself! Amazing
fun!!
Following this – everybody changed vehicle to raft and set off down the River
Jordan – a unique experience. We wanted our guests to go home having shared a
really special time with us and so we packed in as much as possible for this day
trip.
Next it was time for lunch, at a local restaurant where traditional food was
shared among friends and delicious halal ice cream made from dates.
On the way back home, we made a special ‘surprise’ stop at the Sea of Gallilee –
it wasn’t easy, but WJJF chiefs have special contacts!! Kaicho Amir arranged for
the church to remain open for a little longer to allow the guests to visit. It was a
serene, very special, spiritual place – a beautiful and very fitting finish to the day.
There were many opportunities over the 18-22 trip (& many extended their
stay) to sight-see and enjoy Israel at their leisure. Some visited Jerusalem, others
the old city of Jaffa.
One very special stop was made by Kaicho Amir & Senior members of WJJF Israel, accompanied by his Co-chairmen, Soke Niiniketo, Ms Beryl Miao, So-Shihan Dave Flaherty and company.
This was to Caesarea, for a special memorial for Soke Clark. Beryl Miao released
some of Soke Clark’s ashes into the water there, and Kaicho Amir spoke about
how the circle had been completed now – this kind of ceremony, showing respect, had been made in Ireland, Italy and lastly Israel – the home of the 3 co2

chairmen who would strive to carry on his legacy.
Amir described how Soke Clark would love to sit alone at this peaceful place
and contemplate.
All who were there felt certain his spirit goes on…
Oss
WJJF Israel

25° Israel Anniversary
Unfortunately due to work commitments, Shike Bertoletti was unable to attend
this momentous occasion and so he sent on the following official letter to pass
his greetings and respect to Kai cho Barnea and his members. This was read out
along with speeches at the Gala dinner of the event. WJJF Israel is a valued
member of the organisation, with Soke Clark working personally with Amir and
choosing to spend his last Congress ever in the country.

Soke Robert Clark in Israel, 2011

Dear Kaicho/Chairman, Amir Barnea,
this time, unfortunately I cannot be there at your event of the “25 years”, even
if I was the “first” who entered in your old dojo – Soke Robert Clark, arrived the
day after that.
The reasons could be a lot, but at the same time they are few… my personal appreciation for your work in the development of the ju jitsu, Robert Clark Ha
(school) deserves my respect and success. If I did not give this wholeheartedly, I
would not have proposed you to be among the “3” chairman who have to estimate all the sides of the kaleidoscopic world of the Wjjf/Wjjko 1976.
Yes, I can not be there, but my feeling will cross the Mediterranean and it will
be there with you to honour the event of “a quarter century” which represents,
not solely an adventure, but the beginning of a great history. For my part, I’m
waiting with your success, for the decisions which in any event will be changing
the history of the Federation which with Soke Robert Clark – and no one else I created.
With love and respect
Milan, head quarter
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti
Shike Iemoto kaiji co-founder
WJJF/WJJKO 1976

Latin America
The meeting in Santo Domingo (the capital) with the president of the Wjf
(World Judo Federation) Jaime Casanova Martinez has been possible thanks to
the good auspices of the Doct. Paul Hoglund (Sweden) president WjjC (World
jujitsu Confederation) and vice president Wjf.
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This is the press release broadcast by Casanova
The worldly federation of jujitsu and traditional judo met in Santo Domingo
Santo Domingo Dominican Republic
The president of the Wjjf/Wjjko 1976, the Italian, Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, who was there for a visit, met the engineer Jaime Casanova Martinez,
president of the WJF (World judo federation).
During this meeting, a program of great International events was studied in
which both organizations will be participating.
Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, a worldly expert in jujitsu, was accompanied by an International expert of jujitsu. He is Italian too - Mr Angelo Balconi who actively participated at the meeting with the martial arts associations.
Among the scheduled programs there are: “ The 7 International Martial arts
games “ which will be held in Minsk (Bielorussia) from the 29 November to
the 4 December 2017, under the aegis of the International committee of the
Martial arts games (IMGC), an organization that, with the Wjf and the
Wjjf/Wjjko 1976, are full- fledged members.
Other worldly activity is in Rio de Janeiro (Brasil) in February 2018, where jujitsu and judo will participate with some other disciplines in order to change
this event into a martial arts festival.
Doctor Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti is the co – founder of the Wjjf since 1976,
which in 2016 celebrated the 40 years and the same Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti was happy about this visit to the country, for the outcome of meetings
which aimed to coordinate and facilitate future programs.
The program and the celebration of the acts of the 40° of the Wjjf/Wjjko 1976
it is an integral part of the scheduled programs.
For his part, the engineer Jaime Casanova Martinez, has declared he was very
happy with the visit and the results obtained.
Santo Domingo – Dominican Republic – 16 May 2017
Las Federaciones Mundiales de Ju Jitsu y Judo realizan reunión en Santo
Domingo
Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana.- El presidente de la World Ju Jitsu
Federation (WJJF), el italiano Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, en su visita al país
se reunió con el ingeniero Jaime Casanova Martinez, presidente de la World Judo Federation (WJF) donde pasaron revista a la programación de los grandes eventos internacionales en
los que ambas entidades intervendrán.
El Shihan Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, autoridad
del Ju Jitsu a nivel mundial, estuvo acompañado del
experto internacional de la disciplina de Jiu Jitsu el
también italiano Angelo Balconi y quien participo
activamente en la reunión de coordinación de las en-
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tidades rectoras de las artes marciales.
Entre la programación están los VII Juegos Internacionales de las Artes Marciales a realizarse en Minsk, Bielorrusia del 29 de noviembre al 4 diciembre 2017
bajo la sombrilla del Comité Internacional de los Juegos de las Artes Marciales
(IMGC), organización de la que tanto la World Ju Jitsu Federation como la
World Judo Federation son miembros de pleno derecho.
Otra actividad de nivel mundial esta considerada para realizarse en el mes de febrero 2018 en la ciudad de Rio de Janeiro, Brasil donde ademas del Ju Jitsu y
Judo participaran otras disciplinas por lo que el evento se convierte en un Festival Internacional de las Artes Marciales.
El profesor Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti es miembro fundador de la World Ju
Jitsu Federation en el 1976 de manera que la misma acaba de cumplir sus primeros cuarenta años y quien dijo sentirse muy complacido en esta visita al país
y los resultados de la reunión de trabajo para coordinar y agilizar la programación futura.
La programación y celebración de los actos del 40 Aniversario de la World Ju
Jitsu Federation fue parte de las actividades a realizar en los eventos coordinados.
Por su parte Casanova Martinez dijo estar muy complacido por la visita y los resultados obtenidos de la reunión la que se extendió por varias horas en la capital
dominicana.
Santo Domingo, República Dominicana, 16 de mayo 2017.-

Descubre el nuevo - Discover new
Republic Santo Domingo (Capital) Thursday 18 May 2017
We return, with Suysheki Shihan (nippon to) Angelo Balconi, in the Dominican capital to meet Shihan Santo de Jesus and Sensei Otano Valentin of the
Wjkbf (World Judo Ju Jitsu Kickboxing Federation) since, for a long time, he
has been interested to enter in our organization.
Karateka Shotokan, Shihan Santo De Jesus has decided to put in contact a federation which in addition to the modern (gendai budo) look at the “traditional” setting the Koden Enshin Ryu Gsb Ha, as a base for a new vision of the
budo.
Shihan Angelo Balconi, delegate also for the South of America (Latin America)
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will be in the first line taking periodically our school (HA) in the Dominican
capital.
And so.. towards the 41° anniversary (November 1976) another piece is added
to the Wjjf/Wjjko 1976 chessboard.
Thanks , muchas gracias Shihan Angelo Balconi!
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti
Shike Iemoto kaiji co-founder
WJJF/WJJKO 1976

Internationaler Ju-Jitsu Lehrgang in Wil (SG)
Wir stehen bereit zum Abgrüssen. Die Haare zerzaust, die Kimonos verschwitzt
und die Muskeln erschöpft - dafür mit einem breiten Lächeln im Gesicht. Der
Internationale Jiu-Day in Wil geht zu Ende. Mit fünf Instruktoren aus drei
Kampfkünsten durften wir uns heute vergnügen. Die rund vierzig Teilnehmer
wurden aufgeteilt und haben im Turnus mit jedem Lehrer eine Lektion verbracht. Marcel Wenger, unser Gastgeber, unterweiste uns in der dynamischen
Anwendung von Beginnerwürfen wie O Soto Gari und Hiza Guruma, mit denen so mancher Dan-Träger noch zu schaffen hatte. Zusammen mit Franz
Boadella setzten wir uns mit Fusstritten auseinander, wobei wir einfache Abwehren mit unserem bestehenden Können kombinierten. Im Gegensatz dazu
haben wir uns bei Shifu Helmut Schramm in unbekannte Gefielde vorgewagt,
als er uns Schlagtechniken und Abwehren aus dem Kung-Fu näherbrachte. Sehr
erfrischend waren auch die Stunden mit Paul Küng, den wir zum ersten Mal an
einem unserer Lehrgänge willkommen heissen durften und Jörg Eisele, Instruktor der WJJF-Deutschland. Beide unterrichteten uns in Anwendungen von
Hebeltechniken mit der vom Ju-Jitsu gewohnten Diversität, welche die Zeit
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geradezu dahinschmelzen liess. Viel zu schnell müssen wir uns schon wieder
von unseren Kampfsportkameraden aus der Schweiz und Deutschland verabschieden, wobei wir den Tag bei einem fakultativen Abendessen ausklingen
lassen.Wir sehen uns spätestens in 2018 wieder oder beim Internationalen JuJitsu-Lehrgang der WJJF Deutschland in Schwäbisch Gmünd am 07.Oktober
2017.
Roman Lanz 1. Dan
We line up to greet. The Hair is all messed up, the kimonos soaking wet and
the muscles exhausted. Yet everyone carries a broad smile on their face. The international Ju-Jitsu Day in Wil comes to an end. Today we had the pleasure of
enjoying five instructors from three different martial arts. The roughly forty
participants have been split up and spent a lesson with each of the teachers.
Marcel Wenger, our host, tutors us in the dynamic application of basic Judo
throws such as O Soto Gari or Hiza Guruma, with which even some of the
black belts had their fair amount of trouble. Under Franz Boadellas supervision
we grapple with kicks by combining simple parries with the skills we acquired
in our years of training. In contrast to that was probably the lesson with Shifu
Helmut Schramm who led us into more uncharted territory by teaching us parries and punches from Kung Fu. The last two lessons with Paul Küng, a firsttime teacher in the WJJF-Switzerland, and Jörg Eisele, Instructor of the WJJFGermany were very refreshing as well. Both chose wrist and armlocks as their
topic. However, the diversity of Ju-Jitsu made for very different lessons that
made the time simply fly by. The day ends smoothly with an optional dinner in
a local restaurant where we have to say goodbye to our martial art friends from
Switzerland and Germany way too soon. We will meet again in 2018 or at the
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international Ju-Jitsu-course of the WJJF Germany in Schwäbisch Gmünd on
the 7th of October 2017
Roman Lanz 1. Dan

National Coach for Italy

Dear friends, Zuishin, colleagues, we are pleased to inform you that on the date
24 February 2017, in Belfast, at the occasion of the memorial for Soke Robert
Clark (1946/2012) we had a meeting with Shike Iemoto kaiji co-Founder
Wjjf-Wjjko Gs Bertoletti and the Chairmen of Wjjf-Wjjko, Amir Barnea (Israel), Stefano Draghi (Italy) and David Toney (Ireland).
On that occasion, the Chairmen Kaicho David Toney and Amir Barnea, with
the approval of the Shike GS Bertoletti, proposed the nomination of the Chairman, Shuseki Shihan, Stefano Draghi, as National Coach for Italy.
With this nomination the Chairman Stefano Draghi, must:
- follow the technical side from syllabus to its evolutions ,
- mark the guidelines for Kata and programs of the Wjjf-Wjjko.
- manage and attend the dan gradings, dan menjio also in Italy, included the
pre-exams and exams.
- be responsible for the education and updating of the instructors.
It will be his duty to announce the Exams commission; detailed both technically & for field (competitions, traditional etc.)
In these decisions, he will be supported by the experience and advice of the
Shike Iemoto kaiji co-Founder Wjjf-Wjjko, GS Bertoletti.
This job will be under supervision until the conclusion of the academic year,
June 2017. And it will become effective on the 1 September 2017, at the beginning of the new sports year. (2017/2018).
Please we kindly ask to all our members &/or groups to contact Shuseki Shihan
Stefano Draghi (draghistefano@gmail.com, tel 3286148432) in order to start
an efficient cooperation and in order to prepare preliminary plans for the next
season.

Comunicazione Aprile 2017
Cari Amici, Zuishin, quasi colleghi, si rende noto che in data 24 febbraio 2017, a Belfast, in occasione del
memorial Soke Robert Clark (1946/2012) si è tenuta una riunione con Shike Iemoto kaiji co-Founder Wjjf-Wjjko
Gs Bertoletti e i tre Chairmans Wjjf-Wjjko, Amir Barnea (Israele), Stefano Draghi (Italia) e David Toney (Irlanda).
In tale occasione i due Chairmans Kaicho David Toney e Amir Barnea, con il consenso e approvazione di Shike
GS Bertoletti, hanno proposto la nomina dello Chairman, Shuseki Shihan, Stefano Draghi, a National Coach
per l'Italia.
Con detta accettazione, Chairman Stefano Draghi, avrà il compito di:
- seguire la parte tecnica dal syllabus alle sue evoluzioni
- tracciare le linee guida per Kata e programmi Wjjf-Wjjko.
- gestire e sovrintendere ai passaggi di grado, dan menjio in Italia inclusi
i pre-esami ed esami.
- formazione e aggiornamento istruttori.
Sarà suo compito indire delle Commissioni d'esame; specifiche per l’evoluzione tecnica o per tipologia di settore
(competizioni, tradizionale ecc.)
Nelle decisioni si avallerà dell’esperienza e consiglio di Shike Iemoto kaiji co-Founder Wjjf-Wjjko, GS Bertoletti.
L'incarico avrà effetto di supervisione fino a conclusione dell'Anno accademico, giugno 2017. Diventerà effettivo
dal 1 di settembre 2017 con l'inizio del nuovo anno sportivo (2017/2018).
Si invitano tutti gli affiliati, gruppi e quant’altro di prendere contatto con Shuseki Shihan Stefano Draghi
(draghistefano@gmail.com, tel 3286148432), per dare inizio a una collaborazione efficiente e per tracciare le
basi dei prossimi impegni tecnici e logistici.

Shike Iemoto kaiji co-Founder Wjjf-Wjjko
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti

Chairman Shuseki Shihan Wjjf-Wjjko
Stefano Draghi

Chairman Kaicho Wjjf-Wjjko
Amir Barnea-David Toney
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The WJJF-WJJKO has
reached out to Zambia…Africa
We now have the privilege
of having Sensei Jonathan
Kruger from Zambia being a
part of the WJJF-WJJKO
AUSTRALASIA region under our care. Sensei
Jonathan specialises in Judo

and Ju-Jitsu but more as a Missionary in Zambia as well sharing his ‘faith’ and
supporting the ‘Orphaned children and War Veterans’ tirelessly.
Members in the Australasian region and including all our Affiliates have been
‘very strong supporters’ to Sensei Jonathan with all his projects. You all would
have seen some recent posts regarding Sensei Jonathan, so please follow him on
Facebook and if you have the opportunity in wanting to give your support towards the Orphaned children and War Veterans please contact me.
Welcome to the WJJF-WJJKO family Sensei Jonathan!
God Bless!
Hanshi Peter Pace WJJF-WJJKO Australasia Vice- Chairman

Goshin Australia
Grandmaster Peter Lee
Seminar Summary Report:

What a fantastic 2nd day for all…Explosive!...Full of Action!
On this final day it was an ‘open’ to all Seminar and Hanshi Peter Lee went
through his ‘One-Armed Street Defences’. In which we all were so fascinated
how it adapts to our current teachings! Most of all, everyone was so inspired on
how Hanshi Peter Lee through his adversities, challenges and disabilities explains the ‘NEVER QUIT’ rule that you don’t have to have a complete set of
arms to have a beautiful soul! His willingness to give and willingness to share of
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his knowledge and his experiences was ‘So
Magical...So Inspiring!’
At the end of the training weekend we socialized with a BBQ for all which fully sponsored
by our Affiliate SAN CHI RYU for all to enjoy.
In lieu of this, over the 2 full days we raised $412.00 that was generously donated from all the participants over the 2 day weekend.
We collate from our Saturday night’s ‘Conference Dinner’ and the
venue ‘NUMERO UNO’ that all went towards our charity
‘JONARIN PROGRAMME’ which is greatly appreciated. This further support will create a difference for daily needs and medical requirements.
I would like to thank Hanshi Peter Lee THUNDERBOLT KENPO and all our Affiliates, Shihan Domeneco Puz, GOSHIN AUSTRALIA members, Shihan Michael Bradford, Sempai Lee-Anne
Coller, SAN CHI RYU members, Sensei Michael Slattery, KICKSTART KEMPO KARATE ACADEMY members, Hanshi Barry
Revell, SOMA members, Kancho Anthony Hockley CROCODILLE
MARTIAL ARTS, Sensei Ian Braken YU KI DO.
Thank you all for your support in a victorious 2 day event with a great
cause!
All looking forward to this again later this year in October!
Yours’ in the Arts,
Hanshi Peter Pace
WJJF-WJJKO Australasia
Vice- Chairman

A gold tatami for Gsb
Antwerp (Antwerp), Edegem (Belgium) May 27-28, 2017 –Second Euro
Budo Festival of the Wkf (World Kobudo Federation) chaired by John Therien (Canada) and the Vice President Alain Sailly (France).
The occasion is important to complete that circuit of relations which started last year with suysheki shihan, Stefano Draghi, and after in Rochester NY
(USA). When you look around you can see some “old friendly faces” of our
Federation: the Belgian Hugo Bleys, the Swedish Mike Wall, to name a few,
especially the Great Family, Charles and Sebastien Damhaut. I have to point
out the great consideration that John Thiers (Canada) and Alain Sailly have for
me, and so they invited me to the central tatami, to develop my hours of ju jitsu. Even on the federal t-shirts my name is on the front line!
Over 400 practitioners from many Euro-Asian countries (Tajikistan-Russia, for
example), Mauritius, etc
What is the real reason for this meeting with the Wkf vertices?
Athens 2018 (3-6 May 2017) where we plan to develop a great course with the
two federations: in one side the “red jackets” of Wkf and on the other the
“blue” of the “Wjjf / Wjjko 1976”.
Mode and detail to study and put black on white
The great Wise Confucius (551 BC-479 BC) said: “write dark and you will
read more clearly”!
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And to talk about an Italian edition (Wkf / Wjjf-Wjjko 1976) in 2020, we will
probably think about in Gaeta (29-30 September / 1 October 2017). The time
of jealousy with other structures is over, or rather it is time to close them.
Everyone has to keep his logo and spirit, working at the best with others.
And this will be a modern way (gendai budo) to give to the Oriental martial
arts a less classical setting.
“Time is always gentleman,” so we expect the times are ready.
A special thanks to the shihan Lorenzo Milano (6° dan) who wanted assist me
in this heavy event.
Oss!!

40 years in the rainbow trail
This book – the Italian edition- is born after exactly one year after the project,
and finally we are distributing it.
Why it is so late?
Many people have asked it.
I immediately say,
I’d have liked to
add some legal
docs about the European registration
of the logo and believe me not for
imitating
the
campaign of the
“Foucault’s pendulo ” by Umberto
Eco.
The reply is simple
it should have
been the history
of the ju jitsu of
Wjjf/Wjjko
a
book with photos
of yesterday, today
and some of tomorrow.
I hope!
I had to work hard
and what you can
see is the result of
my very difficult
last journalist job.
The stories are written at least
in the East-mentioning sourcing, dates and facts- to assemble almost 40 years and more
of ju jitsu in the world has required a lot of personal memory and personal work.
I really hope that after this very
hard job, this book could be
useful for the next generation
of ju jitsu that – studying from
the problems of the past- they
could use some teaching with
the scope to build a better tomorrow for the Italian and international ju jitsu.
Enjoy your reading !
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2017 National Shuri-Te and USJJF Conference
Over 130 participants from many states across the USA and International as
well gathered in North Carolina, USA. 3 Full Days of Training &
Fellowship..!! Great to see Old Friends and Make New Friends..!!
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International Calendar
24-30 July Spain Summer Camp in Castelldefels (Barcellona)
29-30 September and 1 October Gaeta Italy
stage Fesik-Koden Enshin Ryu
6-8 October Germany Schwabisch Gmund
27-29 October Budapest Hungary seminar ju
jitsu
20 November - 4 December Misk Belarus 7th
international Martial Arts Games
9-10 December Hungary Koden seminar
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